
VWS LIVE is the perfect accompaniment to ENVIROWEIGH. Simple to use
and quickly implemented, the web portal provides bin lift transaction data on
screen, direct to authorised users. 

VWS LIVE can be accessed from anywhere in the world with internet access
via a secure user login. 

Users can see bin lift date, time, weight lifted, GPS location and RFID bin tag
numbers (once the RFID reader option has been installed on the vehicle).

Collection areas can be ring-fenced and stored with customer names. Users
will then see customer names in the bin lift transaction history reports. History
reports can be run at any time by users allowing data to be exported for
further analysis. 

Transactions can be sorted on screen by weight enabling users to focus on
heavy costly collections or very light weight users that are not fully
participating in recycling schemes. 

APIs are also available to provide data over air to third party systems or
existing software. 

Live access to weighing data

with VWS LIVE ENVIROWEIGH

Easy to use cloud based system

Street mapping highlighting bin lift location
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VWS LIVE &
ENVIROWEIGH

VWS LIVE brings you live access to all weigh data from ENVIROWEIGH, our

industry leading, trade approvable dynamic bin weighing solution.
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How does it work?

VWS LIVE & ENVIROWEIGH works by subscribing to VWS LIVE at any time. If
there is already a data hub installed, then there is no upfront cost involved. 

Online training will be provided to the on-site system administrator. A highly
straightforward system, it is usually quick to learn and is simple to get up and
running for your business. 

The charge for VWS LIVE access is per month/per vehicle and is usually paid
annually upfront. If you are interested, please let us know and we can then
arrange a short trial of the system to ensure that it meets your requirements. 

Identify bins with VWS low frequency Smart Tags.

Available for both plastic and metal bins. 


